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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognize their continuing connection to
land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.
Bidjigal and Gadigal people lived in and around the Clovelly /Coogee area.
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Clovelly Child Care Centre
BELONGING Experiencing belonging – knowing
where and with whom you belong – is integral to
human existence
Our childhood educators are guided by the National Quality
Framework. We always reinforce in our daily practice the principles
laid out in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
(the Convention). The Convention states that all children have the
right to an education that lays a foundation for the rest of their lives,
maximises their ability, and respects their family, cultural and other
identities and languages. The Convention also recognises children’s
right to play and be active participants in all matters affecting their
lives.

Newsletter No.2
July 2021

Relationships are the foundations for the construction of identity –
‘Who I am’, ‘How I belong’ and ‘What is my influence?’

The Self-assessment Tool helps us identify
service strengths, areas of compliance,
practices that we are doing well and areas
and opportunities for quality improvement.
The Tool helps us through the process of
self-assessment
Self-assessment against the National Quality
Standards drives continuous improvement
and is essential to providing quality
outcomes for children. (Guide to the NQF,
2018)
ACECQA has developed a Self-assessment
Tool to support childcare and education
Centre's, service leaders and educators
assess the quality of their education and
care service’s practices, policies and
procedures, against the NQS, and
the National Law and National
Regulations. Self-assessment is an
important part of the quality improvement
planning process. Throughout this year, our
staff have been consistently working
through this tool . +

It has been 4 years since Clovelly ‘s last Assessment
and Rating .All childcare centres go through A and R
to ensure we offer quality and compliant care
We have been notified that we will be having
another A and R sometimes between June and
September. We are excited to showcase our unique
centre and look forward to their review. It is a
wonderful opportunity for us to learn and reflect
and grow

What’s buzzing?
Upcoming events
and special day’s
in the next 4
months

July
4-11 Naidoc week
16 Lantern parade ( holding
thumbs not in lock down
)

August
3 Sustainability committee
meeting
9 PMC meeting
13 Boori Monty Pryor
16 Bike week
26 staff meeting

September
17 Spring art show

October
4 Labour day
12 School photos
14 School photos
16 AGM all parents attend
22 Newsletter
28 Staff meeting
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Welcome

Staff matters
Leticia holds a
Diploma of Early
Childhood Education
and Care and has
four years of
experience in the
industry as an
educator working
with various age
groups, from
nursery to
preschool. She is
from Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, and in 2016
she decided to move
to Australia with her
husband for
different
experiences and
they fell in love with
this country. Back
home, Leticia has a
degree in Theology
and Business, but
being surrounded by
children has always
been one of her
favourite
things. Leticia joined
the CCC team as
administrative
assistant.

Its not often we get to see photograph of our chefs.
Sliders anyone ?

Our chef Jason is very on point with the latest
food trends

Zee’s inspirations have always come from
the heart and are deeply connected to
the power of food.
Zee doing her thing and selling her
delicious sauces at the green fair

Gluten Free, Sugar Free, Preservative Free, and
Vegan. For orders go online

Extra Special bumper birthdays this
year at Clovelly

•

Luke turns 40 yrs young 9 May

•

Sally turns 60 yrs young 23 June

Birthday pampering , Puggles style, Sally is given the full hair treatment with unicorns

Green Fair
The children were so busy and engaged in an assortment of activities
and experiences that showcase the work we do around our
commitment to sustainability. Our gardens provided us with many
cuttings and succulent pups to harvest and pot and picked our native

herbs to dry along with other herb donations. There was plenty of
Lavender and when dried were made into lavender bags and socks.
Bees Wax Wraps were made -grating the wax was hard work but our
children persevered with their task. We explored making our own

watercolour palette paints from natural ingredients and food colouring
but realised we should research it more deeply then showcase them at
the Art Show

Clovelly childcare supports Sustainable practice .. We walk the walk ……!

Time

Event

Venue

10am

Open Sesame

10am

Uke East Big Band Set 1

10.30am

Welcome address Acknowledge country: Maria Pender

Joey’s yard
Joey’s yard

Randwick Council mayor s address

10. 45am

Cooking demo with love by Zee

Next to BBQ

11.00am

Cleftomaniacs (2o min session)

Puggles yard next to sand pit

11.20 am

Uke East Big Band set 2

Joey’s yard

11.40 am

Joanna Weinberg

Puggles yard - Under the tree

12.15pm

Raffle prizes presentation

Clovelly Green Fair
Stalls

Clovelly children’s kitchen garden contributions

Clovelly’s Beach kindy inspired these delightful alumnae to remove trash off the beach . Read their story
Sisters Bella (12) and Emi (10) along with friend Emille (12) are raising money for Take 3 and spreading our
message throughout their local community after being inspired to protect our oceans when they were in
day care.
When they were younger the girls took part in a local beach ‘explore and learn’ project during their time at
Clovelly Child Care Centre.
This early experience stuck with the youngsters and led to an idea to make and supply bags for residents to
use to clean up the beach.After realising these bags would be used once and possibly thrown away they
decided to sell the bags, with all profits going to Take 3, while also setting up Love the Beach, Leave No
Trash to raise awareness of the importance of keeping our oceans and waterways clear of plastic and
waste.
So far ,the girls have sold 57 bags to date, raising an incredible $300 for Take 3 for the Sea!
The idea has taken 18 months to reach this stage but now thanks to community support notably a team of
local sewers, and supportive parents and grandparents – the first set of bags have been sold. Sarah,
A former member of the PMC and mum to Bella and Emi, said: “I am so proud of the girls. They are not
trying to solve a problem but have recognised there is something they can do to make a difference .“It has
been a long process to get here, so just the fact that they have kept going with it for 18 months is
something to be proud of. They have had lots of support from the community but have done well to keep
the momentum going. They started Take 3 so they can educate people about the problem.
Emi said: “The bags have kept us busy! I think it’s important to show our community that us kids want
the ocean to be a balanced and healthy place for our sea creatures and next generation of kids to have
fun in too. ”Older sister Bella added: “Being a nipper, surfer and swimmer, the beach is like my second
home and seeing people litter and not caring about the beach is like seeing someone walk into your
home and disrespect it… we need to act!” Emilie continued: “I love the beach! I spend so much time there,
swimming, running, doing nippers and surfing but it saddens me to see so much rubbish on the beach and
in the water. It is crucial that we love and take care of our local environment, but we have to remind
everyone else to do it too!” The bags are sustainable and found a local printer, Sweeney Bros Screen
Printing, that uses environmentally friendly paints to make the patches that appear on the bags.

The bags cost just five
dollars with the first
sales made on Sunday
at Clovelly Child Care
Centre’s Green Fair – a
fitting tribute to where
it all began for these
three ocean warriors!

https://www.take3.org/young-trio-take-action-to-reduce-plastic-pollution-and-raise-funds-for-take-3-in-new-south-wales/

Puggles
With the excitement received from our
first trip, we ensure we make more
conscious choices in how we can best
build the Puggles connection to our
community here with in the centres
grounds. The Puggles are often
undertaking trips to neighbouring
classrooms where they have been
reconnecting with old friends, building
upon new friendships and undertaking
music lessons with Gabriella and
Fernanda. Most recently, they have
befriended some furry and feathered
friends who have taken up residency in
the Joeys. Our trips to the Joeys have
been particularly exciting when the
Puggles have the opportunity to interact
with Blacky the hen, Ickle and Stormy the
duck and Whisp and Willow the Guinea
pigs.

The green fair provided us
with not only the opportunity
to connect with our families
and others with in the
Clovelly community on the
day of the fair; it opened up
the exciting opportunity to
introduce the Puggles
children to trips out the gate.
Our first trip was as great
success as we delivered
Green Fair flyers to those in
the nearby street. We aim to
continue to take the children
on trips out the gate and build
upon the connection to all
our Clovelly community has
to offer. Keep an eye out for
our Puggles who will be out
and about soon!

Interacting with animals provides
many benefits for children; they
build all the important senses of
connection empathy and caring.
There is a sense of responsibility
for another living thing that
requires awareness from others.

Puggles

•

Puggles children are developing the skills to understand the
importance of providing care to both living and nonliving
things. As you will have seen in the past daily diaries, we
have highlighted how kind and caring the children are to
one another within their play or upon entry to the centre.
There is always such warmth expelling from our children on
the daily basis. Through role-play episodes, we have been
fortunate enough to witness these precious moments of
pure kindness and compassion offered between children.

•

We are strong believers in educating the children on the
importance of grace and courtesy practices such as how to
be a polite communicator, respecting yourself, others, your
environment and objects such as resources.

•

Through play in home corner, hairdressing and care taking
roles it is made evident the children have a well developing
understanding of the importance these gestures and
behaviours play in making another person feel. As new
friends arrived later in the year, some of the older Puggles
welcomed these new friends offering them their gentle
nurturing comfort where needed.

Puggles

•

In the Puggles, a wonderful creative art focus we have continued throughout the year has
been our continuation to explore with clay to build up on the children’s understanding of this
particular medium. When working with clay we have used these moments to educate our
children on the understanding and connection the clay has to the land.

•

The clay in which we have been creating with is sourced from Ngadjuri nation, South
Australia.

•

Clay exploration provides so many wonderful properties for young children from sensory
development, to the improvement of coordination and motor skills and creativity whilst
allowing children to exercise their problem solving abilities. We have seen wonderful benefits
from working with the clay and aim to continue to foster the children’s curiosity and
excitement with this medium.

•

The green fair was a wonderful introduction to families as we highlighted our clay
masterpieces on the day; we hope that the items purchased from the fair have found a
special space in your homes or gardens.

Puggles
•

The Puggles love a good story and this year a favourite of theirs has been Brown Bear by Bill Martin. As the
love of the story developed and our desire to instil as much inclusive practice into our everyday learning we
collaborated with our beautiful teachers to educate both the children and staff on their first spoken language.
Through our own discoveries and communication with families, we have created a visual representation of
Brown Bear that we use at our group times to develop languages such as French, Spanish, Portuguese and
Italian. It has been highly rewarding to witness the children’s understanding and concept language, their
progression over the short period has been a highlight for educators.

•

Continuing with our desire to imbed important practices to our program it is highly important to us that we
imbed indigenous perspectives respectfully.

•

The children have continued to incorporate their acknowledgment to country song with in their everyday
play; you may hear the words “Yaama Gunima” sung at home. On Tuesdays, we have been fortunate enough
to work alongside Luke as he imbeds his musical talent into the room; this has been a wonderful way to
incorporate music and movement into the children learning and develop their understanding of different
concepts, language inclusion and early literacy and numeracy skills all through the fun of music.

•

So holistic learning. What is it? Why do we teach it ? And how are we embedding it into our curriculum?

Plateenas

I will start with a quote from UNESCO ,2020.
“There is a growing body of world research emphasizing the importance of holistic approaches to education, early childhood educators are being challenged to incorporate a
teaching practice that focuses less on the traditional milestones of academic development, and more on the complete physical, emotional and psychological wellbeing of a child

Victoria attended Professional Development in May on
“Supporting Children’s Behaviour”. This was made up of six 1.5hour sessions, online with a Dr Beth MacGregor in
neuropsychology.
This Professional Development armed us with practical ways to
implement strategies that help with emotional and psychological
wellbeing.
To date we have focused on 3 strategies:
1. Deep breathing,
2. Hugs
3. Yoga.
One of the most powerful emotive strategies we have
implemented in terms of clear positive changes in behaviour is
co-regulation through shared deep breathing.
It has become one of the most power tools we have in helping
children regulate their emotions. In a nutshell it is deep
breathing.
We started by implementing it at the beginning of group times
where the teacher models 3 breathes of …
“Smell the flower “(deep breath in)
” blow out the candle” (deep breath out).
This has the effect of slowing our parasympathetic down, which
helps relax our body, slowing down our breathing and heart rate.
Seeing the powerful results of this simple act, we have extended
it throughout the day. In any situation a child needs help settling
their emotions, we co-regulate with shared deep breathing

We have been learning this strategy for over a month now and can already see the positive changes it has had
on children. Some children are already starting to self-regulate through their deep breathing. It is our goal that
by the end of the year most children can self-regulate using deep breathing, and thus have a great tool15in their
arsenal to navigate life.

Plateenas
•

Hugs also have had a positive affect on children’s behaviour. Yes, in the past, hugs instigated by children
have been part of our wellbeing strategy, but after Victoria’s PD we have now a stronger understanding

of the type of hug to use to gain maximise benefit from .
•

We always ask Children for hugs before we give them .

•

Often children will reach out to educators for a reassurance hug

•

Hugs, as we all probably know, help us feel safe and calm. What this course unlocked for me was the
benefits of strong sustained hugs in silence. These hugs are very powerful. they release the feel-good
chemical oxytocin. This chemical is produced in the hypothalamus and plays a very strong role in social
bonding. Hugging also activated the vagus nerve, which is also a strong social bonding tool.

•

As an example of this I had a child who during a transition to the room, was very upset. Instead of trying
to distract him or talk to him I just gave him a strong long silent hug. The longer the hug went on the
more I could feel his body relax (releasing the feel-good chemical oxytocin and the vagus nerve (also
known as the wandering nerve) wrapping around him, making him feel safe.As an added benefit more
children are randomly coming up for big hugs, and I really do feel the room is more settled because of it.

Science Confirms That the Vagus Nerve Is Key to Wellbeing
FREE HUGS available at CCCC

Plateenas

We have also introduced yoga to our program, which is
also a great strategy for helping us balance our emotive
health. In small groups (usually in the beginning or later
in the day) we do a few moves from our ageappropriate book “Meddy Teddy. We are learning the
various moves and are getting better with balancing
and stretching with each lesson. One child has led a
couple of yoga classes at group time, and I could see her
peers trying their best at copying the poses

Plateenas

Following the D’harawal Seasons
The Plateenas have started to embed more local indigenous practices within our curriculum. We have been guided by an
excellent book, “D’harawal – Climate and Natural Resources which has been transformative in our learning.
We have started to follow the six seasons of the D’harawal. For the past three months we have been in the season of
“Marrai’gang “(April - June)
“the time of the year when the calls of the Marrai’gang (Quall) seeking his mate can be heard throughout the forest
and woodlands, and when the Lilly Pillys ripen on the trees .
Luckily, we have a beautiful large Lilly Pillys in our yard, and this has been the provocation for learing in the season of
Marrai’gang. We have harvested the Lilly Pilly’s from the tree, mixed, squeezed and cooked them into cordials and jams. Now
coming to the end of the season there are only the odd Lilly Pilly’s left, but the children are always looking up, observing and
informing the educators find a Lilly Pilly. (The current season , with an accompanying photo from our learning are displayed on
our wall for children to revisit and to share with parents.

As we move into July the season moves to Burugin (late June – July)
“When the Eucalyptus Tereticornis flowers it signifies the coming of really cold weather, the echidna appears, and
nectar-laden flowers attract possums and birds to provide adequate food.

Darcy looks up and points to the Lilly Pilly

For July the Planteenas we will take a more local lens , learning about a key a change in our local environment , the annual
migration of Humpback Whale.

Introducing the Plateenas Atelier

•

r

•

•

This term we have utilised our two outdoor spaces on
our veranda as an Atelier for the children.

•

We have put a lot of thought into this space of learning.
Working alongside the children, listening to their ideas
and what they would like to see, our Atelier was borne.
It continues to be a work in progress as we add new and
different wonderful inspiring art supplies and a range of
different mediums, and adjust aspects depending on the
children’s needs and the art medium currently under
exploration. Currently the outdoor space is being used
for clay exploration with the indoor space being used as
a still life drawing space and exploration of light
(following a child’s inquiry into what colour raindrops
are).

•

The Atelier is a place of wonder, awe and excitement
that invites children to research, explore, test out
theories, investigate, encourages self-expression and
builds confidence. Areas of exploration can include light,
modelling with clay, and constructing their own
landscapes. The opportunities we provide for children
to create, live with them throughout life.

•

Open ended experiences.

•

This term we have also introduced open ended
resources, another wonderful learning opportunity that
encourages the children's imagination and problemsolving skills. It supports development: cognitive:
Because there are endless possibilities for ways open
ended materials can be manipulated and used, children
will practice critical thinking as they experiment and
create.

Joey’s
The months of March and April saw a rapid increase in the interest of playing board games and cards. Coming
from a cold climate like Switzerland where we spend many months indoors, the TV is often turned off and a
game is played amongst all family members.
If 2020

If 2020 has taught bus anything taught us anything, it is about re-connecting with
loved ones; it is sharing quality time with our families & children & it’s creating
authentic moments that our children will remember fondly and eventually pass
onto their own children.
Our first taste-test was the international card game of UNO!
We were lucky that some of our Joey’s had previous knowledge and experience
playing UNO at home. This further demonstrated to us, that they were confident
and involved learners by sharing their knowledge with their peers.
From UNO to Animal bingo, to “the small snail race”, Snakes & Ladders to Connect
4, our game basket has been out every week with children able to use their
autonomy to share these games with their friends.
Promoting a wonderfully fun environment is at the core of these games, but the
other benefits for children include an enormous list of benefits (take a look at our
table) →

So, give it try, let your child choose a game tonight; ask them to show you
how the rules work – empower them & let them share their expert
knowledge. I promise you, it will bring your family closer, by laughing
together, your children will want to spend more time with you and perhaps
build a lifelong love of board games!

Benefits of board games/cards
Stimulates their brain responsible for memory
formation & complex thought processes.

Can soothe anxiety.

Builds a formation of trust that then strengthens
relationships.

Early literacy & maths.

Colour recognition.

Playing/laughing together releases endorphins =
trust & empathy.

Promotes new friendship groups.

Boost’s language skills.

Learn and refine to be a good winner and loser 😊
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Joey’s
•

Exploring Visual Literacy

•

Connection to Country and exploring Indigenous
perspectives remains core to our curriculum in the
Joeys. Following the visit from our future ‘Artist in
residence’, we began to explore symbolic
representation in art and how symbols, instead of
letters and words, can be used to create meaning.
From this, we have been exploring our own
understanding of what literacy means – including
Indigenous symbols, storytelling, and investigating
written words from different languages in our
home environment. Our `yarn` circle (group time)
has been used to encourage children to share their
ideas and listen to the ideas and perspectives of
their peers as they learn what different indigenous
symbols mean, and create a story together from
these symbols.Building on their literacy
understanding, our older Joeys have been
encouraged to create their own books and stories.
The process of Illustration to tell a story, then
adding words to describe meaning has enabled our
children to engage with this experience in their
own way, and in a way that is meaningful to them.
In recent weeks, our avid DUPLO builders have
been encouraged to explore their skills as a
draftsman, drawing their designs and labelling
them with the letter of the alphabet they begin
with. Here, they can choose to observe the drawing
as they build and revisit their ideas as their ideas
and designs progress and evolve over time.

Joey’s

“What do ducks eat?” asked
Oscar S.
This started a whole conversation about food and if ducks had teeth. Having the ducks and chickens in the
Joey’s & Plateena’s environments has been educational on many levels.
Ickle, Stormy and Blackie have settled into their environments and enjoy the giggles from the Plateena’s as they
watch them from the vegetable garden, and having a swim in their makeshift pond in the Joey’s environment.
The Joey’s gather together and watch as the birds go about their day scratching and looking for worms. Sally
Anderson has been their surrogate mum when I have been on late shifts and checks their water & food first
thing in the morning.
Having pets at Clovelly gives the children the opportunity to observe, interact and learn about animals. It can
be a valuable part of your child’s education and care experience. This enriches their learning about nature,
ecology and relationships. “Sally I just saw Tickle and Stormy cuddling!’ Taja exclaimed
We also feed the bird’s food scraps from the kitchen, they share with the guinea pigs and this is a hands-on
activity that the children get involved with. This supports the philosophy of CCCC ‘s sustainability and recycling
values.
If you would like to bring food scraps from home for the birds, they like anything leafy - lettuce Cabbage,
Spinach & they love corn cobs.
We are also learning about the wonderful world of weeds! Did you know that chickweed only grows in the
winter? I do because I have been picking it for last 2 yrs. to give to the birds. Weeds are an imported part of the
birds diet as they are unable to forage about in nature looking for their dietary requirements. If you have
chickweed or thistles growing nearby (in shading areas) – pick it carefully as you want to keep picking leaves
from it and bring it in.

It has been added to our Beach Kindy adventures and we collect weeds on the way back to CCCC for their
lunch.
Sally Kenny
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And what do guinea pigs eat ?

Joey’s

There are multiple opportunities

Art and Creativity

within the centre where the
children get to learn new skills and

•

At Clovelly Child Care, the children are immersed in a variety

showcase these skills in various

of art and creative experiences which enhance their ever-

events e.g. the green fair, and the

growing skill sets. They experiment with different colours,

art show. For the green fair, the

materials, techniques, and styles of art, which all seek to

children assisted in the scrunchie

develop their artistic skills and most importantly their

making by choosing and cutting the

creative expression.

material which was then sewn with
the assistance and supervision of

•

teachers. The children’s role was to

This fine motor skill of sewing is similar the techniques they
learn when beading. The children’s hand eye coordination is

press on the foot peddle, assisting in

Art and Creativity

the machine’s operation.

enhanced as they thread the beads slowly through the string.
Sometimes the children are given the opportunity to make

Here they were able to learn about

bracelets which they can take home, and other times they

the mechanics of the sewing
machine, and how clothes are made

create a beautiful decoration which is displayed in the
centre. Within these experiences, the children partake in

Children’s sewing skills were further enhanced

discussions about the colours and patterns which they can

through the development of their very own sewing

utilise with the beads.

boards. The children chose a piece of sustainable
cardboard which they punched small holes through

•

Children’s artwork is showcased around the centre and is
even used and admired everyday at lunchtime. A few months
ago, the Joey’s each chose one of their favourite artworks to
be laminated. The children each learnt how to use the
laminator and why it is important, as they laminated their

to begin the sewing process. With instruction from
teachers, they learnt how to thread the needle, and
all about the push and pull movement of sewing as
they threaded up and down through the holes in
the cardboard.

Joey’s
Every year the children at the centre get the opportunity to experiment with making their own lanterns for the
lantern parade. Within this process they learn about trial and error and put their science caps on as they think about
the materials needed to make a lantern. The first lantern attempt used a balloon which was covered in tissue (paper
mache) in various Indigenous colours as the children learnt about and celebrated NAIDOC week. When the children
were learning about the process of paper mache and how it works, they collaborated with each other to create a
large figure and even a selection of Egyptian Pyramids.
The second lantern attempt was more successful, however the paper mache balloons will remained displayed around
the centre. These lanterns can be described as cylindrical objects which were cut and decorated by the children. We
talked to the children about the different types of materials we could place inside the cylinder to make the lantern
stand out, before deciding on coloured tissue. The children will get the opportunity to parade their creations in the
rescheduled lantern parade.
Jo (Jo Jo- as known by the Joeys)

Doctrine of signatures
What if fruits and veggies could talk and tell us which “super-power” they have that helps us heal, grow and
develop? They do! Through their shapes and colours teaching children why is so important to eat our fruits and
veggies.
“The Ancient Doctrine of Signatures states that every fruit and vegetable has a certain pattern that resembles a
body organ, and that this pattern acts as a clue as to that fruit or vegetable's benefit to us. This ancient wisdom is
confirmed time and time again by modern science.”

For example, carrots when cut horizontally resemble the human eye and happen to have a substance that are good
for eyesight and helps us see in the dark! The tomato when cut in half has four chamber like our hearts and it has
been proved that they are good for our hearts and blood circulation. And the beautiful colours? They are called
phytochemicals that strengthen our immune system and protect us against diseases.
These is just to name a few! Fill your fridge with real medicine and fight

Blind folded experience - try the food with all of our senses without using
our eye sight expectation.

Clean plates! All of our meals
have veggies and we give
incentive during meal time!

Oranges and lemons seasonal
during autumn and winter when
we need their dose of Vitamin C
to fight colds and flus.

Joey’s

Earth Art/beach kindy

Inspired by Andy
Goldsworthy - the impact of
nature and art in our lives.

Nature It is our connection to the land and our most abundant source of materials. If we let our imagination
run free in every stone, flower, branch, twigs and leaves we can find inspiration for our creations.
We collect from the ground what is available without
interfering in the natural growth. The children learn and
understand through touch and making that we are not
separate from nature rather we are nature ourselves.

We come to understand that nothing lasts forever
and that we also are ever changing. So each work is
a discovery ourselves.

At beach kindy part of
our philosophy is:
“what is from the
beach remains at the
beach”, so we play
with the scenario
leaving our artistic
presence without
altering it’s natural
state.

In the
joeys
there are
so many
different
things to
do and
learn and
too little
time

Our children are encouraged to be co –creators of their equipment , furniture and material. Here is a Clovelly
way in which our outdoor furniture supports children's learning and development

Quality area Three: Our physical environment: Element 3.2.2.

Building tables
Building friendships
Building collaboration
Building team work
Building confidence
Building cooperation
Building fine motor skills
Building practical life
skills
Building self esteem
Building innovation
Building brains

Building

s

atisfaction and joy

Tables built for our outdoor afternoon tea on 27/05/21 by Taja, Felix, Oscar, Albie , Jana ,Charlie , Zoe , Elliott, Jose, George Reuban ,

“Thank you United Workers Union for inviting me this morning My name is Debbie
Zerbst. I am representing the dedicated and hardworking
educators from the Early Childhood Education and Care Community.

At the Clovelly
Childcare Centre, the
community
recognises that is
absolutely
imperative that we
embed a
sustainability agenda
whilst always
acknowledging that
the land has always
been Aboriginal
land. Clovelly
Childcare stands on
Bidjigal land and all
our children, starting
from 6
months old,
acknowledge
country to show
respect for
traditional owners
and
the continuing
connection of
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
peoples

Today I shout out the importance of the Early Childhood Sector.
It is
disgraceful that the government chooses to invest millions of our taxpayers'
money to subsidise the destruction of our planet, and the desecration of
sacred ground, rather than support the most important workers in our
economy.
During the early progression of Covid, there was a brief moment when the
government recognised the essential work that early childhood educators do to educate
and care for
the most precious assets in our society - our children, the leaders of the
future.
The government is fixated on fossil fuels, but I would like to fix their
gaze on something far more important - the education of our precious
children, which starts from birth. Education is power. The early years are the roots of all
further learning which ultimately enables our children to fly .
Educators of the early years do far more than wipe noses and bottoms
At our school, there is a strong sustainability approach embedded in our
curriculum with emphasis on developing life skills and children's
understanding of caring for our planet. We foster an ecological awareness
through a connection to nature. We do this not only through words, but
through our actions. For 37 years we have saved 600,00 disposables going to
landfill. We have only ever used cloth nappies, which over 37 years have
saved at least 600,00 disposables going to landfill.
We also use water tanks, solar power, and aim towards zero waste through
composting.

Fight with us today! Debbie Zerbst, Climate
Eco warrior, protecting and advocating for
our earth for our children

Centres like ours, and all others in this vital sector, need real support
from the government. The Early Childhood sector needs to be valued,
acknowledged, and financially supported.
This is where money should be
going.
Put our money where our planet needs it, where our
children need it, and where the future of our economy lies.“
Speech written by Debbie Zerbst for climate action on Bondi beach on 2 nd May 2021

At Clovelly Childcare Centre we learn how to respect and protect our
rich natural and cultural heritage .

Our Environment, Sustainability and
Kitchen Garden
Dear Clovelly Child Care Centre
Congratulations on earning a Woolworths
Junior Landcare Grant! The project you're
about to undertake is exciting and has the
potential to encourage others.
We're sending this email to the person at
your school who submitted your grant
application (SALLY well done!) and to the
school principal. We hope you will want to
join us in letting as many people as possible
know about your fantastic project and the
other 1,608 Woolworths Junior Landcare
Grant projects across Australia.
Woolworths and Landcare Australia are
contacting newspapers and TV to let them
know about the hundreds of primary
schools and early learning centres like yours

It was a pleasure meeting you, Sally, the teachers and
the kids at Clovelly Childcare Centre. I am very
impressed with the initiative you and Sally have
started for the Centre. I can't wait to see the progress
with the grant received from Woolworths to support
your Sustainable Food Production Programme.
Here are some of the photos we took yesterday. I
certainly have an enjoyable afternoon with the team
and kids, Thank you for your kind hospitality,
-Kind Regards

that have received a Woolworths Junior
Landcare Grant. We’ve also designed an
easy to use promotional resource kit to help
you share the good news about receiving
The first ever berry on our native raspberry bush

your Woolworths Junior Landcare Grant:

Felix Chong
Head Foodie and Store Champion
1416 Double Bay
PH: 02 8736 7472 EM:
1416doublebay@woolworths.com.au
https://landcareaustralia.org.au/landcarefarming/

From Earth to Eating

The Plateenas had the best opportunity to learn first hand about the process
of food production when it came time to dig up the sweet potato patch. This
was the exciting part when through enthusiasm, determination and
perseverance they were rewarded with a discovery. Quite a collection of large
and small!!! Next step in the process was peeling our potatoes and preparing
them for Jason and Zee to cook for the Plateenas Lunch. It was decided to
make Sweet Potato chips. The last step in the process was TO EAT them and
they were delicious

Our Woolworths Junior Landcare Grant Update We had a special Afternoon celebration in the Joeys on Wednesday
16th June with Felix and his colleague from Woolworths , Double Bay coming to award us our certificate for the grant. To commemorate
the occasion the Joeys children made Native Thyme and Cheese damper and Lemon Myrtle tea to share with our guests. The afternoon was
so special with the children sharing stories about their gardens. They [and I do mean THEY] took our guests on a tour of the top garden
informing them about the different produce that was growing. It was so evident how proud they were of their garden and even more mindblowing was the rich, deep knowledge they had to share. They were the perfect Clovelly Ambassadors. Where to Next? Time to get
planning and designing and we would value any assistance and expertise from families particularly if you have any landscape / gardening
prowess. When time comes to the building we will organise a working party to assist us in its construction.

We must thank all our
wonderful parents and staff
who collected and donated
their Woolies Discovery garden
pots. They have provided quite
a unique experience amongst
all children – the common
denominator being that they
planted them at home with
their families as well. This
opened up many moments of
sharing their growth
experiences at home with each
other and which seeds they
had planted. They gave the
children a sense of ownership
and responsibility to care for
them. AND the joy and
excitement at seeing them
grow and flourish is Priceless.
Through these interactions
children develop their
numeracy and literacy skills.
Measuring and counting are
mathematical concepts which
are involved with gardening.
Reading instructions on how to
complete tasks or the name of
different seeds help develop
literacy skills.
Counting seeds and petals, and
describing colours and shapes
of plants also help towards
developing these skills.

Recycling and
Sustainability
Practice, practice,
challenge and more
practice has been our
approach to learning
and understanding the
importance of recycling
correctly and reducing
the amount of waste
that goes into landfill.
Our commitment to
reduce our
environmental footprint
is strong in our Clovelly
Eco Warriors and are
becoming very
knowledgeable on what
can be recycled, reused
or repurposed
We are steadily figuring
out how to best
implement FOGO in the
centre – what waste will
go to our composts,
worm farms and animals
and how we will recycle
the rest of our food
waste. We have been
FOGOing all our paper
towels which has
reduced what goes into
general rubbish by a
third.

Kitchen Garden
A major component of the garden is its' relationship to the kitchen and since the green fair we have
been focussing on our connections and relationships with the garden, food and the kitchen.
All children have had the opportunity to participate in
❖ Harvesting produce for meals or snacks
❖ Preparing food for meals [peeling, chopping and slicing]
❖ Experimenting with and using tools safely
These experiences help to develop their awareness and appreciation of food and promote healthy
eating. It builds ones self esteem and pride in preparing food for their peers and teachers to eat
and enjoy. They also practice their motor skills – developing and refining their hand and wrist
dexterity.

Music News.
There has been some exciting action on the music front over the past
few months.
The Puggles have been exploring some early numeracy skills through
music. Their love of animals has guided the choice of songs, such as
‘Five Grey Elephants’ and ‘Five Little Ducks.’ The children have been
using little stick puppets of the animals as props, to help them act out
the stories in the songs. In the ‘Five Grey Elephants,’ One child starts
off, balancing on a piece of string as they sing with the group. As it is
such a wonderful stunt, they call for another elephant. This is when
another child joins the act. As the children participate through the
music and actions, they are actually working through the process of
addition. Likewise with the ‘Five Little Ducks,’ as the children act out
the song, they are exposed to the process of subtraction, as in each
verse, one more duck doesn’t come back.
The puggles have also been exploring some Indigenous music,
learning ‘Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes’ in an aboriginal language.
They have also enjoyed learning to sing ‘Inanay,’ where they shoo
away the goanna.

•

The Plateenas and Joeys have enjoyed music sessions that were aimed
to challenge their perception of Aboriginal music. Through these
sessions, the children are first introduced to some traditional
Aboriginal instruments and tools, such as the didgeridoo, tapping
sticks and boomerangs, which can also be used as musical
instruments. Next, they are introduced to some traditional didgeridoo
rhythms. They share their ideas and thoughts about what Aboriginal
music is and what it sounds like. The children then view some more
contemporary songs by Aboriginal artists, such as ‘My Island Home,’
by Warumpi Band/Christine Anu and ‘Treaty,’ by Yothu Yindi. Through

these songs, the children explore the contemporary pop and rock
sounds of the music, as well as begin to think about the messages that
are described in the lyrics. In the song ‘Treaty,’ there is a real mix of
traditional Aboriginal instruments. singing and dancing, combined with
the guitar, bass, keyboards and drums of a rock band. This mix of

sounds really mesmerised the children, many of them commenting
about how “cool,” the mix sounded. Through this experience, the
children’s thinking is challenged about traditional stereotypes and new
connections are made.

This is what the sound of music looks like
The Joeys have also been learning about some basic musical concepts, such as crotchet beats, minim beats and
semibreves. Along with this, tempo has been explored as well as dynamics markings. The children have begun to
learn and play these elements using percussion instruments. The children have also begun to freely explore their
own musical ‘mark making’ on manuscript paper. These bars of music are being compiled and we will eventually
play them as a whole composition! We look forward to more months of music exploration!.

Joeys STEM News

The KODO track continues to be a big part of the Joeys interest in STEM. Matthew was intrigued recognised the cause and

Due to the wet weather the

effect of the clamp jaw opening and closing as he turned the handle. The children have made many combinations and used a

Joeys have spent time

myriad of objects, including the sand bags, plumbing pipes, and lids. Alby and Oliver used the blocks and a chair as a trap to

learning the game Uno.

prevent the balls rolling down the path. Frankie, Jana, Rosie and Billy noticed lots of the balls had rolled under the gate out

Processing the concept of

into Brandon St. We brainstormed ideas about how we could retrieve the balls without going outside. The girls realised the

colours and numbers, as

rakes were ideal and they worked together and problem solved until they recovered all the balls. A great team effort. Here

well as differentiating the

we see a double track, the Joeys understand that height affects the speed of the balls.

“power cards’ has provided
hours of fun. Sorting,
counting, observation,
memory and predictive
skills are important parts of
the game. The game has

also brought different
groups of children together,

Otis and Elliot riding on the
motor bike.

and increased social skills.

Contact details of the PMC
•

Admin (Qik Kids/attendance/Centrelink/statements please email
admin@clovellychildcare.org.au, Attention Catherine

•

All other admin inquiries such as absentees, general admin
email admin@clovellychildcare.org.au, Attention Leticia

•

For other matters please contact Debbie via director@clovellycildcarecentre.org.au

•

CCC has a strong history of encouraging parent participation. As a not for profit incorporated
body we could not operate without a voluntary Parent Management Committee (PMC).
2020/21 PMC members are listed below with full contact details listed on Centre noticeboards.
All carers are welcome to attend PMC meetings,

•

PMC President - Orla Burke (pirateolly@hotmail.com);

•

Vice President - Molly Tregoning (mollytregoning@gmail.com);

•

Treasurer - Chris Grabinski (chrisgabinski@gmail.com);

•

Secretary - Melanie Mintz;

•

Members - Rachel Kennedy;

•

Alex Toohey

•

Andrew Cairns.

•

Each term is 12 months with the AGM held in October.

